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SURFACE PREPARATION
Surface must be structurally sound, clean, dry, and free from dirt, oil sealers or any contaminants that would prevent a good bond. 
CeraZorb must acclimatize in their sealed packaging for 48 hours at a temperature of 65ºF (18ºC).

CONCRETE SLAB

may be required if moisture in the slab is above 10 percent.

GYPSUM SUBSTRATES
’s instructions.

WOOD SUBSTRATES
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THIN SET MORTAR

MODIFIED THINSET BOND COAT
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BONDING MATERIAL
There are 2 methods to install cerazorb.

1.  -Notched trowel. Apply 
only enough adhesive as can be covered by a 2’ x 4’ sheet. Clean up any extra adhesive before the adhesive skins over. Thinset and 

2.  
Apply only enough adhesive as can be covered by a 4’ x 4’ sheet. Clean up any extra before the adhesive skins over. Impacta T-440 

INSTALL CERAZORB
Wait 15 minintes and install CeraZorb into the adhesive while it is still wet. Do not allow adhesive to skin over. Lift a corner periodically 
to see if the adhesive is transferring 100 percent. If adhesive is not transferring, apply additional adhesive. Flat trowel the CeraZorb 
sheets, making sure to install with edges butted tight to each other and ensure that you do not overlap seams. 

recommended to wait 8-12 hours before installing tile or stone on top of the CeraZorb.

INSTALLATION OF TILE, STONE, OR MARBLE
 lengths cut off the sheet to act as perimeter strips 

follow applicable ANSI A. 108/A. 118/A. 136 for proper installation of ceramic tile.

ANSI A118.4 or A118.11 standard. It is recommended 

. Prior to installation of the cove or 
base molding, seal isolation foam with any waterproof acrylic caulk. Adhere the base or cove to the wall. The baseboard must not touch 

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Item Number   Quantity

CZRG-SH5MM-48X48  CeraZorb Regular, 5 mm. (3/16”) 48” x 48”
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